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Review of September 2017

Please send sightings reports for October, no later than 6th November 2017 to: Ian & Keith Davison, The 
Bungalow, Branton, Powburn, NE66 4LW or Tel: 01665 578 357 or email to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.
co.uk Copies of the monthly Newsletter and sightings will be made available on the web site one month after 
the paper publication.

AWG  welcomes  contributions for the newsletter and  items for inclusion should be submitted by the 12th of 
the month to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk

November Meeting  – November 29th 2017 – Wildlife Tracks & Signs – John Steele

John Steele is well known to many of our members.  At the age of 32 he gave up his Local Authority job and 
became a full-time Warden for the Northumberland National Park – a post he held until his retirement.  He 
continues to have a strong involvement with Northumbrian wildlife, both via his much sought-after artwork and 
his long-term monitoring of Barn Owls in the Park.  He has given talks to AWG on more than one occasion in the 
past but this will be his first for some years and it will be a delight to welcome back a speaker with such a deep 
local wildlife knowledge.

A Visitor to Seahouses

At the time of writing this Turtle dove has visited my garden in Seahouses from the 18th to 21st and hopefully 
beyond!

Des Taylor



A RINGERS YEAR 

SEPT 2017:  Ringing at the Howick Ringing Station has progressed well this month with 95 birds captured on the 
1st (including 17 retraps).   One of the retraps was a Treecreeper first ringed in August 2015 as a juvenile; now 
an adult it had 2 young in tow.  A large number of Blackcaps (24) were ringed, all feeding on the great supply of 
berries in the arboretum; there was also a Garden Warbler, 3 Willow Warblers and 2 Chiffchaff.  Eight Bullfinch 
were also feeding on the berries; although not because they are going to migrate as they frequent Howick all 
year round.  The 2nd September produced a crop of 35 new birds and 6 retraps and the unusual catch (in a mist 
net) of a Carrion Crow!  We cut the session a little short on the 8th as we went, for the second attempt, to try 
and ring the Howick Swans.  However we captured 28 new birds and 8 retraps; including 6 juvenile Swallows, 7 
Blackcaps and 6 Chiffchaffs.  All these birds will soon be travelling to Africa, although the Blackcaps will probably 
not cross the Sahara unlike the other two species.   Rain cut short the session on the 9th after little more than 
an hour with only 15 birds; although it is interesting that 5 were Chiffchaff.  On the 15th 45 birds were captured 
with 20 being retraps of mostly ‘residents’ and notably there were no Blackcaps.  I tentatively conclude that 
most of the local Blackcaps had migrated south by this date.  The 16th was again affected by rain with only 18 
birds captured; although we recaptured an adult Goldcrest ringed last year as a juvenile.  The session on the 
22nd netted 31 birds including 5 retraps; and interestingly included 3 Blackcaps carrying excess Fat suggesting 
they were just passing through on migration.  Finally on the 30th 50 birds were captured including 8 retraps.  
There seemed to have been an influx not just of Blackcap, Chiffchaff and Goldcrest but also Blackbirds (with 
several looking distinctly ‘Continental’ in origin; the males with less yellow on their beaks and the females were 
of multiple colour shades).

So this brings us to the subject of the Howick Swans which were proving difficult to catch due to the very 
suspicious nature of the adult male who is an expert at “telling his brood to stay on the water if he thinks 
anything ‘funny’ is going on”!  However, the offer of grain on the 8th finally attracted him and four of his cygnets 
up onto the bank to be captured and ringed (as well as being weighed and measured).  During these proceedings 
the adult female came up out of the water to see what was going on.  It took two people to capture her but this 
was done successfully.  The adults already had metal rings but now like their young they have had easy to read 
‘darvik’ rings fitted; so White Letters on a Red Ring ZJP is the male (all 13 kg’s of him) and ZJX is the female (at 
10.5 kg’s).  The cygnets are ZJT, ZJS, ZJU and ZJZ.  A fifth cygnet (ZLA) was ringed on the 16th but to this date the 
other two remain unringed.  Howick has had its most successful year for breeding Swans since 2012 (when it 
was a completely different pair).  Please look out for these ringed swans, particularly as we progress into 2018; 
it would be really good to know where the cygnets go to – and if the same pair stay on the pool at Howick (see 
pic.).

I did promise an update on Barn Owls because I thought we might have one or two second broods/late broods.  
In fact the year has proved exceptional good with an amazing eleven discovered to date with nine broods ringed 
already (a total of 31 owlets).  Eight of these are definitely second broods produced by pairs of birds that had 
already nested successfully early in the same locations.  All these late/second brood owls (except one) are to be 
found in the coastal strip between Warkworth and Newton–by-the–Sea and my explanation of the situation is 
based very much on the weather and climate.  Back early in the year we had an exceptionally good spring after 
a mild winter and the owls (particularly along the coast) came into breeding condition early and hence many 
owlets were ringed before the end of May (when it’s usually June or July).  With broods fledging earlier than 
usual some owls have been able to fit in a second brood although as we know the weather is now deteriorating 
and so the survival of these later fledged young owls is much less certain.  

The most amazing second brood was at a box which my son and I went to on the 11th September were we found 
7 well grown owlets at least one of which showed the beautiful genetic traits of a dark or buff coloured owl from 
the eastern side of Europe (see picture of the owl; and another with one of its siblings).  The full scientific name 
of ‘our’ owl is ‘Tyto alba alba’; a buff coloured eastern owl is ‘Tyto alba guttata’.  There are two possible origins 
of this Guttata genetic heritage as a parent or grandparent of our owl; one is the natural arrival of bird that has 
flown across the North Sea (as has been proved possible by the presence of a breeding Dutch ringed Guttata bird 
in East Anglia in 2008).  Alternatively a Guttata bird has been released (illegally) from captivity and has survived 
successfully in the wild.



None of this includes another replacement brood discovered in the north of the county (after a June brood 
failed).

Anyone interesting in ringing is invited to get in touch

Phil Hanmer
A Ringer & Trainer

Natural History Society of Northumbria Ringing Group (Hancock Museum)
E-mail: tytoalbas@btinternet.com



PLANT CORNER 

By the time you get into October a wander around the local countryside reveals far fewer readily identifiable 
wild flowers than a month earlier.  However, one type of habitat that can still deliver good rewards is a field 
with turnips and plenty of crop weeds – or let’s be charitable and say that the turnip field has deliberately 
been left with plentiful weed species to act as a food and cover crop for pheasants and other game birds. 

Having just returned from three weeks away Jane and I had a look at the turnip 
field below our house to find a positive plethora of species in flower.  I’m not 
going to list them all, but with searching, and including grasses, I’d be surprised 
if there were fewer than 50 species present.  One good thing about having 
some botanical experience is that you can look at habitats like these and 
confidently identify almost all the plants present at a glance, and very quickly 
spot any that look unusual and need a bit of further research. 

In this field the dominant plants were Prickly Sow-thistle.  These are an ideal 
height to conceal pheasants, but they also have the great advantage at this 
time of year of providing seed head food for goldfinches.  On this visit there 
was a flock of at least 200 birds which kept swarming out of the adjacent 
hedge.  A high proportion were this year’s juveniles and the abundance of this 
sow-thistle food must greatly improve their ability to build up fat reserves for 
the winter and aid survival rates. 

Below the height of the sow-thistles was an 
excellent range of species still in flower and 
fruit.  The two classic crop weeds, Fat Hen and 
Redshank were well into their seeding stage, 
as were Shepherd’s-purse and Field Penny-
cress (pictured left).  This last species is one 
that you don’t always see, but often when it is 
present it occurs in some quantity.  A few 
years ago the edges of a field near Fenton, 
north of Wooler, had such a mass of field 
penny-cress that it almost looked as if had 
been planted as a crop in its own right.   

At a similar height in the field were occasional 
plants of Sun Spurge (pictured right).  I’ve never seen either of these plants 
anywhere other than in crop fields or those left fallow for what used to be called set-aside. 

At the extreme edges of the field were two members of the Fumitory group.  Fumitories are not all that easy 
to identify, but fortunately these two are the commonest of the large-flowered species, Common Ramping 
Fumitory and the small-flowered species, Common Fumitory.  I always think that the very attractive green of 
the foliage with the contrasting pink-red-purple of the flowers makes these almost good enough to qualify as 
potential garden annuals.  On the next page the ramping (climbing) species is on the left while the small-
flowered species with its smaller rather smoky-green leaves is on the right. 

Then low down in this mass of weeds were several interesting plants.  I’ve shown a little gallery of my photos 
of them on the next page, but to find the purpley-reds of Red Deadnettle and Cut-leaved Cranes-bill, 
alongside the blue of Common Field Speedwell, the white of Corn Spurrey the yellow of Groundsel and the 
pale green/brown of the Marsh Cudweed made for a really attractive display.  I’m sorry about the photo of 
the Corn Spurrey – it’s not easy to take close-ups of this plant at the best of times and late in the season when 
it forms a tangled mass of angled stems with fruits and very few remaining flowers is a bit tricky. 



         

 

 

           

         

(See text for names) 

Richard 



MEETING OF WEDNESDAY 27TH SEPTEMBER 

 

New Venue!  St James’s seemed to work very well with comfy seating and a large TV screen that proved to be 
large enough for the details of Ron McCombe’s excellent images to be visible from all parts of the room.  The 
acoustics also seemed to be good.  This first meeting of the season produced an audience of 46 and we 
welcomed Mark Popely from Eglingham as a new member, as well as a few visitors. 
 
We started with the AGM which lasted all of about four minutes.  The accounts were accepted and the 
existing committee had all agreed to continue, including the ‘officer’ positions.  These were also agreed by the 
meeting. 
 
George then produced specimens of several good moths; a Niger seed plant from Alan and Joyce Fairclough’s 
garden (Richard was delighted because he has some of these in his garden and hadn’t managed to identify 
them – so now he can pull them up!); a juvenile Hobby – a window casualty from Ellingham and an unusual 
specimen for Northumberland. 
 
Ron McCombe then gave us his presentation entitled A Walk on the Wildside.  Ron is a professional 
photographer who specialises in birds, as well as other wildlife that presents itself to his lens.  Some of his 
images, which included some video sequences, were from the UK while others were from Scandinavia and 
Poland.  Normally these meetings reports include some illustrations, but to include inferior amateur shots 
which would do no justice to Ron’s photos would be rather unfair, so there are only a couple to break up the 
text a bit. 
 
He started with multiple shots of Kingfisher, including amazing shots of 
the birds in their dives and re-emergence from the water with prey fish.  
If you have a motor drive on your Canon that takes 14 shots a second it 
certainly helps to get those stand-out pictures.  Ron’s methodology for 
some species runs to providing food to attract the birds and mammals 
towards his hide – so Siberian Jays (pictured) came to minced beef; 
Badgers to peanut butter and Pine Martens to jam. 
 
Simply to list the whole range of species Ron presented to us wouldn’t be 
very interesting if you hadn’t seen the presentation, but suffice it to say 
that the images were all of high quality.  Often the colour of the out-of-
focus background was important, both in providing a backdrop for the 
bird and in emphasising which season the shot was taken.  In Finland and northern Sweden the snow often 
made an excellent background. 
 
One set of shots was based around a Swedish location in winter north of the Arctic Circle where carcases are 
put out to attract Golden Eagles.  The carcase is frozen into the ice so the birds cannot simply carry it away 
and that results in shots of Eagles competing aggressively for the food, plus a whole range of other carrion 
feeders such as Red Fox, Ravens, Crows and Magpies. 
 
Shots of the Ospreys at Loch Garten were achieved despite this having been a poor breeding year for them – 
the male of the pair died and the hen bird deserted the three young, all of whom died. 
 
A male Capercaillie in the highlands had proved very aggressive, but Ron had distracted it by throwing his hat 
which the bird chased, rather than attacking him.  These big birds have been known to knock cyclists off their 
bikes. 
 
There were some good sequences of sea Otters.  The animals have sufficient individual characteristics to 
enable each to be recognised and their behaviour studied.  One juvenile was photographed with a 20lb Ling 



that it caught and then spent over three hours eating.  A female was observed subduing boisterous young 
pups and getting them to sleep by the simple expedient of lying on top of them. 
 
White-tailed Eagles were photographed from a boat off the coast of Mull where the boatman throws fresh 
mackerel into the water for the birds to retrieve.  In Poland there were sequences of several birds fighting 
over a carcase, which with their 8-foot wingspans and 7kg weight was most impressive. 
 
Finally, after many other brilliant images, Ron descended from the sublime to the ridiculous when he closed 
with a sequence from a static trail cam that had not been spotted by the woman (face unseen) who chose 
that spot to relieve herself. 
 

      

Steller’s and King Eider 



STEWCHAT. 

One of the reasons we love the natural world must be the way that we are never sure what is going to 

happen. Last year at this time I was writing about rare birds arriving on Easterly winds, this time all is quiet 

with a long period of westerlies for the last few weeks and they look set to continue. 

Still there have been a few things around of interest. It was mid September and we had just returned from a 

pleasant holiday in Suffolk for the week. Back home the wind had turned to the North West, bringing a drop in 

temperature and hopefully some sea birds. When the wind is from a northerly quarter there is only one 

pursuit on my mind – Seawatching.  On the 16th I was sat out on  a deckchair at Craster at first light eagerly 

awaiting some birds re-orientating themselves after being blown into the north sea.  First bird past was a nice 

Sooty Shearwater, quite close in too, always a good sign, closely followed by a juvenile skua that looked 

suspiciously small. As it came closer it was joined by an Arctic Skua and showed an excellent size comparison - 

a juv Long tailed Skua! 

 

From then on things were steady as she goes with a nicely building list with nothing earth shattering 

happening until at 7.20 - Great Shearwater! Only my second county record, it came through at close range, 

indeed the closest bird of the day, so all features could be seen. Superb. At 8.10am it was time for home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year our village nesting swallows left, aided by the northerly breeze, early, on around the 16th. On the 

19th my earliest Yellow browed Warbler was found on the coast path and stayed around for the next week or 

so, being located each morning by its sharp ‘tsswissp’ call. 

Whilst the autumn has been generally quiet birdwise, a real shocker sent us into headless chicken mode on 

27th  -a Scops Owl was found roosting at Ryhope Dene, Sunderland! After only 57 minutes at work, I clocked 

off and headed down for only my second new British bird of 2017. I have seen them in Spain, but not as well 

as this. The little Scops was roosting in the open in an elder bush for all the world to see.  An amazing record. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Howick Moths Trap did quite well during September, and I even recorded a couple of new species for the 

garden, one of which was new for Northumberland.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scarce Bordered Straw, a rare southern migrant to the county. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As September ends, the moth records diminish day on day, but there is still hope of a few new species before 

the season totally finishes in November. Maybe things will end with a flurry of activity or maybe we will finally 

get some Easterly winds and a few birds riding on them…I’ll let you know next month. 

 

Stewart Sexton, Howick. 

 

Feathered Ranunculus, the first recorded in Northumberland! 



What wildlife to look for in October

September has been a disappointing month when it comes to weather.  There are still crops of wheat, spring 
barley and beans to harvest and next year’s crop to sow.  Small numbers of Swallows and House martins 
still linger but the majority have moved on.  A flock of over 100 House martins around Glanton on the 20th 
September was surprising considering that all of the local birds had moved on.  A smaller flock of 40 birds were 
feeding over Alnwick Rugby Club during the game on the 30th September!  The other highlight for me has been 
the movement of Pink-footed geese, which started to be heard around the 18th September during a period 
of northerly winds.  The odd Migrant hawker dragonfly has been on the wing but nothing like the numbers 
that have been seen in previous years. Red admirals on the other hand have had a very good autumn with this 
butterfly still been seen in all weathers as I write this article.

There seems to have been an abundance of waxcaps in suitably grazed grassland and I look forward to finding 
out more from our speaker Shaun Hackett at the end of October.

Species of the month:  Bracket fungi

Deciduous woodlands can be stark places once the leaves have 
blown from the trees.  I still enjoy the crunch of the leaves underfoot 
and looking for the parties of finches and tits.  The other fascination 
can be admiring the fruiting bodies of the bracket fungi.  Many of the 
fruiting bodies of terrestrial cousins have disappeared but brackets 
can remain for months if not years.  Below are a few examples of 
bracket fungi that can be found in woodland in our area:

Tinder Fungus and Hoof Fungus are two common names for the 
persistent, tough polypore Fomes fomentarius. This large bracket 
fungus attacks mainly birch but occasionally beech and sycamore.  

Trametes versicolor, Turkeytail fungus (formerly known as the Many-Zoned 
Polypore) can be found all through the year, but it is most obvious in the winter 
months when deciduous trees are bare. This very variable fungus grows mainly 
on dead hardwood, including stumps and standing dead trees as well as fallen 
branches.

Artist’s fungus Ganoderma applanatum is a very common perennial bracket fungus. 
The underside is creamy white and can be scratched with a sharp point to leave 
brown marks and so produce artistic images - hence the common name.   This 
tough bracket lives for many years, developing noticeable annual growth ridges on 
the upper surface. If you cut through a bracket you will see layers of tube pores - 
the number of layers gives a clue to the age of the fruit-body.

There are a number of other species of bracket fungi that 
can be identified relatively easily from the photographic 
resources on the internet.  Bracket fungi can be found just 
about anywhere from individual trees, to cemeteries to 
deciduous woodland.  Good hunting, I’m sure that this taxa 
is under-recorded in Northumberland.

Jack Daw



SIGHTINGS  SEPTEMBER  2017
BIRDS
Great Northern Diver 1 off Birling Carrs on 10th 2 at Beadnell on 17th 
Red-throated Diver 1 at Holy Island on 16th and 2 on 17th 5 at Craster on 16th 21 at Beadnell on 17th 2 

at Holy Island on 18th 1 at Snab Point on 13th 
Black-necked Grebe 1 at East Chevington on 13th 
Sooty Shearwater 1 at Holy Island on 17th 5 at Craster on 16th 28 at Beadnell on 17th 
Manx Shearwater 4 at Holy Island on 16th and 2 on 17th 8 at Craster on 16th 113 at Beadnell on 17th 
Great Shearwater 1 at Craster on 16th 
Cormorant 7 at Branton Ponds on 30th 
Great White Egret 1 at Newton Pool on 10th and 12th 
Little Egret 1 at Branton Ponds on 12th 4 at Budle Bay on 19th 5 at Budle Bay on 5th 25 at Holy 

Island causeway on 29th 
Barnacle Goose 10 at Fenham Flats on 20th 
Pale-bellied Brent Goose 290 at Holy Island on 16th 
Brent Goose 1000 at Fenham Flats on 10th 3000 at Fenham Flats on 17th 
Pink-footed Goose 2000 at Holy Island on 18th 1000 at Fenham Flats on 20th 
Goosander 4 at Branton Ponds on 2nd and 11 on 13th 1 at Stag Rocks on 5th 22 at Branton 

Ponds on 30th 2 at Felton on 11th 
Shoveller 5 at Beadnell on 17th 
Wigeon 174 at Beadnell on 17th 
Pochard 2 at Branton Ponds on 3rd 
Pintail 3 at Craster on 16th 20+ at East Chevington on 13th 
Common Scoter 296 at Beadnell on 17th 5 at Seahouses on 19th 
Velvet Scoter 3 at Holy Island on 16th and 6 on 17th 10+ at Boulmer on 16th 
Common Buzzard 4 at Low Hedgeley on 2nd 
Hobby 1 dead juvenile at Ellingham after hitting window.
Peregrine 1 at Holy Island on 16th and 2 on 30th 1 at Smeafield on 21st 
Merlin 1 at Holy Island on 30th 
Sparrowhawk 1 at Low Newton on 26th 
Grey Partridge 6 at Beal on 12th 
Whimbrel 1 over Howick on 21st 
Curlew 25 at Howick on 21st 
Black-tailed Godwit 2 at Monk’s House Pool on 5th 70+ at Aln Estuary on 23rd 
Golden Plover 1300+ at Holy Island on 16th 
Ruff 4 on flooded flash near Beanley on 12th 3 at Howick on 21st 1 at Druridge Pools 

on 5th 
Little Stint 1 at Boulmer on 9th 
Purple Sandpiper 14 at Stag Rocks on 5th 
Curlew Sandpiper 1 at Boulmer on 9th 
Green Sandpiper 2 over Branton on 1st 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 3rd  1 at Branton Ponds on 22nd 1 at 

Hedgeley Lakes on 23rd 1 at Holy Island causeway on 10th 3 at Hedgeley Lakes on 
30th 

Spotted Redshank 1 at Budle Bay on 19th 1 at Druridge Pools on 5th 
Greenshank 1 at Branton Ponds on 6th 7 at Holy Island causeway on 10th 
Black-tailed Godwit 9 at Holy Island on 16th 
Great Skua 3 at Craster on 16th 18 at Beadnell on 17th 1 at Stag Rocks on 19th 
Long-tailed Skua 1 at Craster on 16th 1 at Goswick G.C. on 30th 
Arctic Skua 11 at Holy Island on 17th 4 at Craster on 16th 24 at Beadnell on 17th 1 at Boulmer 

on 15th  
Herring Gull 900+ at Budle Bay on 19th 
Lesser Black-backed Gull 116 at Branton Ponds on 20th  



Sabine’s Gull 1 at Craster on 17th 
Sandwich Tern 4 at Beadnell on 17th 
Tawny Owl 4/6 at Howick on 19th 
Barn Owl 1 at Howick on 19th 
Kingfisher 1 at Branton Ponds on 22nd 
Meadow Pipit 50 over Howick on 20th 
Yellow Wagtail 1 at Newton Scrape on 10th 
Grey Wagtail 1 on River Breamish on 23rd  2 over Howick on 20th 1 at Yearle on 24th 1 at Felton 

on 11th 
Pied Wagtail 3 over Howick on 20th 
Dipper 2 at Felton on 29th 
Redstart 1 at Holy Island on 29th 
Redwing 4 on Holy Island on 24th 
Mistle Thrush 12 at South Acton Farm on 9th 
Whinchat 1 at Boulmer on 9th 
Chiffchaff 1 at Yearle on 7th 2 at Branton Ponds on 26th 
Yellow-browed Warbler 1 at Howick on 19th 3 at Holy Island on 29th 1 at Budle Point on 28th 1 at Seaton 

Point on 26th 

Willow Tit 1 at Branton Ponds on 12th 
Tree Sparrow 60 at South Acton Farm on 9th 
Brambling 1 at Holy Island on 29th 
Siskin 18 at Yearle on 7th 
Lapland Bunting 1 on Holy Island on 30th 
Snow Bunting 1 on  Cheviot on 22nd 
REPTILES
Adder 2 at Branton on 1st  
Common Lizard 1 at Branton Ponds on 13th 
INVERTEBRATES
Small Copper 1 at Branton Ponds on 2nd 
Wall 2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 3rd  
Speckled Wood 4 at Branton Ponds on 3rd 
Small Tortoiseshell 1 at Yearle on 12th 
Peacock 1 at Yearle on 12th 
Red Admiral 3 at Yearle on 12th 
Butterbur 2 at Howick on 3rd 
Red Underwing 1 at Howick on 3rd 
Frosted Orange 1 at Branton on 3rd 
Angle Shades 1 at Branton on 3rd 
Silver Y 2 at Branton on 3rd 
Mouse Moth 1 at Branton on 3rd 
Scarce-bordered Straw 1 at Howick on 3rd 
Grey Chi 1 at Howick on 3rd 
Canary-shouldered Thorn 1 at Branton on 13th 
Brown-spot Pinion 3 at Branton on 21st 
Streak 1 at Branton on 21st 
Red-line Quaker 1 at Branton on 21st 
Yellow-line Quaker 1 at Branton on 23rd 
Common Darter 6+ at Hedgeley Lakes on 3rd 1 at Branton Ponds on 26th 
Southern Hawker 1 at Branton Middlesteads on 2nd 1 at Branton Ponds on 3rd 1 at Branton Ponds 

on 26th 
Red-legged Shieldbug 1 at Branton Ponds on 13th 1 at Felton on 14th 



MAMMALS
Hedgehog 1 in Branton on 4th 
Red Squirrel 1 at Branton Ponds on 6th 1 in Branton on 14th 1 near Titlington Mount on 26th 
Grey Squirrel 1 at Yearle on 1st 1 at Annstead Farm on 26th 
PLANTS
Grass of Parnassus Lots at Holy Island on 16th 
RAINFALL 73mm
OBSERVERS G&R Bell, J Carr-Ellison, I&K Davison, G Dodds, A Keeble,

M McMahon, S Reay, J Rutter, S Sexton, D Taylor, NNBC.


